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Abstract
Most climatemodels have shown that the Indian SummerMonsoonRainfall (ISMR)will increase on
account of global warming. The primary reason is the increase in columnwater vapor (CWV). The
rainfall increase is not, however, proportional to the increase in columnwater vapor; for a given
amount of CWV, rainfall will be lower in the future, according tomodel simulations. This suggests
that other there are factors are at play.Wehave used a diagnosticmodel based onmoist static energy
(MSE) andmoisture conservation to examine the impact of changes in the vertical lapse rate of
temperature. Our results indicate that on decadal time scales, changes in ISMR aremediated by
changes inCWVand temperature lapse rates. This is consistent with previous studies that showed the
impact of column-mean temperature on the rainfall-CWV relationship. Findings are significant for
climatemodel projections of ISMR, as correct estimation of lapse rate changes inmodels is necessary
to predict ISMR changes accurately.

1. Introduction

In tropical oceans, there is a non-linear relationship between rainfall and columnwater vapor (Bretherton
et al 2004). The nonlinearity is becausemore than one factor controls rainfall over a region, even thoughwater
vapor is the dominant one. Rushley et al (2018) reexamined this relationship and looked atmodel biases
concerning this relationship. Additionally, Neelin et al (2022) reviewed this relationship in the context of
extreme rainfall. The explicit exponential relationship obtained in previous studies has also been used as a
constraint in numericalmodel simulations (Daleu et al 2016). This relationship between rainfall andwater vapor
has not been examined overmonsoonal regions.

Thewater vapor content in the atmosphere depends on its temperature. According to theClausius–
Clapeyron equation - it increases by about 7%per unit increase in temperature in current climate conditions.
Although there are regional differences, it has been shown that climatemodels closely follow this relationship
(O’Gorman andMuller 2010).We also expect the rainfall variability locally and globally to increase because of
thewarming (Menon et al 2013, Pendergrass et al 2017, Katzenberger et al 2021), especially over land.On top of
the increased variability, there is a robust increase in seasonalmean rainfall (Bengtsson 2010). Climatemodels
show that this increase inmean rainfall is strongly linked to the increased columnwater vapor (Held and
Soden 2006, Lee et al 2018, Akinsanola et al 2020).

Precipitation does not increase linearly with columnwater vapor, and previous studies that diagnosed the
causes for thismainly focused on globalmean precipitation (Allen and Ingram2002,Held and Soden 2006,
Vecchi and Soden 2007). Globalmean precipitation increases are only around 2%–3%per unit increase in
temperature, and this is attributed to theweakening large-scale circulation.However, Chou andNeelin (2004)
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showed that the regional impacts of warming on precipitation aremediated by feedbacks andmechanisms quite
different from global precipitation response, but they did not precisely concentrate on specific regions; hence,
simple arguments based on themoisture budget (e.g., Held and Soden 2006)might not be suitable to examine
the impacts of warming onmonsoonal precipitation.

It is often argued that precipitation changes arise from thermodynamic changes (increase inmoisture) and
are offset regionally or globally by dynamic changes (decrease in convectivemass flux or vertical velocity) (e.g.,
Held and Soden 2006, Vecchi and Soden 2007, Sooraj et al 2015). Such a separation is artificial, asNeelin et al
(2022) state: ‘This can be severelymisleading since dynamic changes arise from the need to satisfy thermodynamic
balances.’Abetter physical insight can be obtained by looking at bothmoisture andmoist static energy (MSE)
budgets simultaneously (Neelin andHeld 1987).

Neelin andHeld (1987)developed amodel for tropical convergence by combiningmoisture andMSE
conservation. This has several advantages, themost prominent being its simplicity and diagnostic uses. This
framework begins with the integral forms of the conservation equations for a single columnof the atmosphere in
pressure coordinates (see equations (1) and (2)). The time derivatives are not considered, assuming a steady
state. The contributions of the horizontal gradients of temperature andmoisture to the overall energy and
moisture budgets are then neglected. This is a reasonable approximation for the tropics.
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where,
U=Horizontal velocity
ω=Vertical velocity
P=Precipitation
E=Evaporation
FB =Radiative, sensible, and evaporative heat fluxes at the surface
FT =Radiative fluxes at the top of the atmosphere
m=Moist Static Energy (MSE)
q= Specific humidity
áñ represents vertical integral
Following this, Srinivasan (2001) further developed anothermodel for seasonalmeanmonsoon

precipitation and explored the relationship between rainfall andwater vapor over land. This framework has been
used in the past to explain the impact of the earth’s precession on tropical precipitation (Jalihal et al 2019),
variations in rainfall due to global warming (Chou andNeelin 2004, Chou et al 2006), the response of tropical
precipitation to aerosols (Chou et al 2005), and how forest cover changes influencemonsoon rainfall (Samuel
et al 2023). In this paper, we examine how the relationship betweenmonsoon rainfall andwater vapor changes
on account of global warming.

2.Data andmethods

Wehave used the predictions from12 climatemodels (models chosen are given in the supplementarymaterial)
that participated in the coupledmodel intercomparison project (CMIP6) (Eyring et al 2016). For the period
1850–2014, we chose the historical simulation as it is supposed to represent the past climate accurately. For the
future simulation, we have used the ssp585 scenario (previously RCP 8.5), which has the highest CO2 forcing of
all the simulations (Kriegler et al 2017). The 12models were picked based on their ability to reproduce themean
and seasonal cycle of the Indianmonsoon, as indicated byRajendran et al (2022).

We have used themonthlymean data fromERA5 reanalysismade available by the EuropeanCentre for
Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al 2020). ERA5 has an impressive resolution of
0.25°× 0.25° and has good temporal coverage. For calculations done over land regions, we averaged over land
points only for the Indian region (10–30N, 70–90E).

For diagnosis, we have used the thermodynamicmonsoonmodel developed by Srinivasan (2001). This
model uses themoist static energy budget framework byNeelin andHeld (1987). Based on thismodel, seasonal
mean precipitation over the tropics can be expressed as:
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Here, P is precipitation (rainfall), E is evaporation,Qnet is net downward radiative fluxes at the top of the
atmosphere, CWV is columnwater vapor, andC is a parameter. Following equations (1) and (2), themodel
further assumes that the tropospheric lapse rate is constant with height and neglects energy storage on land (i.e.,
FB from equation (1) is neglected). All assumptionsmade by themodel workwell formean climatic conditions,
especially on longer timescales, thus suitable for our application.

3. Results

3.1. Results fromCMIP6
Infigure 1(a), themonthly averaged rainfall has been plotted against columnwater vapor (CWV) for two 20-year
periods for allmonths, using data fromonemodel.We observe a rightward shift of the curve, which is seen
across allmodels, as evidenced by figure 1(b). Note that for a given amount of columnwater vapor, the rainfall in
the futurewill be less than that at present. The nonlinearity of the relationship is similar to that we see over the
oceans (Bretherton et al 2004).

In order to understand the reason for this, we look at each of the parameters that precipitation depends on
from equation (3).

Wefind that the parameter Chas an increasing trend, especially after the year 2000, when global warming
started increasing rapidly. To seewhy this is the case, we need to knowwhat the parameter depends on. The
parameter C depends upon the temperature andmoisture profiles of the atmosphere and the surface
temperature. (see Srinivasan 2001 for details). Specifically, the variables that control C areΓ,λ, andT ,0 where:

λ=Water vapor scale height (non-dimensional)
Γ=Tropospheric lapse rate of temperature
T0 = Surface temperature
The lapse rate (Γ)plays themost prominent role in controlling this parameter. On a decadal timescale, the

lapse rate is decreasing (seefigure 2), consistent with previous studies. This further contributes to a decrease inλ.
A decreasingλ indicates that the upper atmosphere is becomingmoist at a faster rate than the lower atmosphere.
Thismakes sense since the decreasing lapse ratemakes the upper troposphere warmer.Moreover, the change in
T0 by a few degrees cannot explain the huge change in the parameter C. Fitting the parameter C as a function of
lapse rate using a linear function, we get our newmodel for tropical precipitation, which ismore relevant in the
context of climate change:
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Figure 1. (a) Spatially averaged rainfall as a function of columnwater vapor (CWV), for themodel INM-CM5–0. The region is the
Indian subcontinent (10–30N, 70–90E), and each point in the plot represents the average number for onemonth from a particular
year in the chosen period. (b)As in figure 1(a), but each curve here is now the ensemble average of the chosen 12CMIP6models, by
binning the data into bins of CWV.
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Infigure 3, the rainfall predictions using this newmodel are comparedwith theCMIP6model rainfall. The
model works remarkably well on a decadal time scale with a rootmean square error of less than 0.5mmday−1.
This highlights the critical role the lapse rate plays in ISMRunder global warming; hence, ISMR changes are
controlledmainly by changes inCWVand lapse rates.

3.2. Results frompresent climate
The curve shifting towards the right can also be observed in the present climate, albeit less prominent (see
figure 4). Even thoughmodest, binningmonthly rainfall into bins of CWV shows that there is a difference
between the rainfall-water vapor curves between the first and last decades of available data fromERA5 reanalysis.
The fact that we could see this separation in reanalysis data is impressive because of themodest amount of
warming during this period. In essence, this separation is clear evidence of awarming climate.

4. Summary anddiscussion

Wehave demonstrated that the relationship between the Indian summermonsoon rainfall andwater vapor is
changing due to global warming. This changemanifests itself as a rightward shift of the rainfall-water vapor
curve. This also implies that deep convection or precipitation pickupwill happen at a higher CWV in the future.
Furthermore, we have shown that this change is due to twomain factors: the changes in the vertical stratification

Figure 2. Increase inCWVand decrease in lapse rate (Γ) due towarming of the atmosphere in INM-CM5–0 over the Indian land
region.

Figure 3. (a)Parameter C from equation (3) as a linear function of lapse rate in INM-CM5–0. (b)Decadal precipitation as predicted by
the newmodel in comparisonwithmodel output data. The rootmean squared error is 0.13mmday−1.
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of the atmosphere, specifically, the decreasing lapse rate, and changes in columnwater vapor. The upper
troposphere is warming up at a faster rate compared to the lower troposphere.

Neelin et al (2009) showed that the rainfall-water vapor relationship over a region depends on the average
temperature of the atmospheric column above it or the column-mean temperature. Our results are consistent
with theirs since the column-mean air temperature is increasing as a consequence of decreasing lapse rate.
Hence, the two approaches are equivalent. This studymight be thought of as an extension of their work sincewe
show that the temperature profile of the atmosphere alsomatters, not just themean temperature. The decreasing
lapse rate, as Santer et al (2005) point out, is a natural consequence of warming since a colder lower troposphere
will be less buoyant and hencemore stable, and is a robust feature of all climatemodel simulations (Fu
et al 2011). In the future, asmoremoist air parcels are lifted and condensed (due to increased rainfall andwater
vapor), latent heat release in the upper troposphere will also increase, which contributes to the increase in the
upper tropospherewarming.

The density ofmoist parcels of air is a function of their humidity and temperature, both of which are
increasing in the atmosphere. For such parcels to be lifted from ground level, their densitymust be lower than
the column, up to the height at which condensation happens. But, because the upper troposphere is warming up
more rapidly, the density of air is decreasingmore rapidly in the upper troposphere becausemoist air is less
dense than dry air. Thismeans it takes higher density differences to lift parcels. Hence, these parcelsmust have
higherwater vapor content to have enough buoyancy to lift and condense, leading to rainfall. This is why, for a
given amount of water vapor, the rainfall will be lower in the future compared to the present.

Aweakening circulation contributes to precipitation changes, but vertical velocity changes are a
consequence of theweakening vertical temperature gradient that initiates the feedback (seeNeelin et al 2022 for
a discussion on howdynamic changes arise from changes in the thermodynamic environment). This is true even
for zonal andmeridional circulation changes (seeMa et al 2012).
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Figure 4. Spatially averaged rainfall as a function of columnwater vapor (CWV) for JJASmonths only, binned and averaged for the
given periods. Data is fromERA5 reanalysis.
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